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Start-up Job Opportunities
#MondayOpenings

Interested in non-academic job opportunities? Want to work for a startup and make an impact? The Princeton Entrepreneurship Council is happy to highlight Princeton Alumni Entrepreneurs Fund portfolio and Princeton-connected/alumni-founded companies current job openings. The #MondayOpenings website will be shared weekly as a way to get you better connected with your future! For more information, visit https://entrepreneurs.princeton.edu/news/mondayopenings.

ScienceCareers Article | How Silicon Valley design principles can help you pick your post-Ph.D. path

The key to finding a fulfilling career lies in the principles that Silicon Valley innovators use to design products. That’s the premise of a best-selling book by Dave Evans and Bill Burnett, co-founders of the Life Design Lab at Stanford University in Palo Alto, California, who have spent nearly a decade teaching students how to navigate life beyond graduation. More...
University Administrative Fellows

The UAF Program allows enrolled Ph.D. students (including DCE students) an opportunity to be mentored by a Princeton administrator and work on a project in their area for up to six hours per week over the course of the fall semester for a stipend of $1,000. A few opportunities remain:

- Princeton University Press - Production Editorial Processes and New Technology
- Office of Engineering Communications
- Corporate Engagement and Foundation Relations - Life Sciences
- Office of Career Services
- Pace Center for Civic Engagement
- Office of Undergraduate Research - Princeton Research Day
- Office of the Dean of the Graduate School - Academic Affairs
- Office of Alumni Affairs

Learn more

iBiology Courses | Helping you navigate your scientific journey

Take advantage of 2 online training courses in a self-paced format: Planning Your Scientific Journey and Business Concepts for Life Scientists. These courses, which are free and accessible at any time, can help graduate students become more effective scientists and plan for their future careers.

For more information, visit https://courses.ibiology.org/.

The Data Incubator | Data Science Fellowship

The Data Incubator is an intensive 8 week fellowship that prepares masters students, PhDs, and postdocs in STEM and social science fields seeking industry careers as data scientists. The program is free for Fellows and supported by sponsorships from hundreds of employers across multiple industries. In response to the overwhelming interest in our earlier sessions, we will be holding another fellowship. Anyone who has already obtained a masters or PhD degree or who is within one year of graduating with a masters or PhD is welcome to apply. Applications from international students are welcome. Everyone else is encouraged to sign-up for a future session.

For more information and application, click HERE or visit https://bit.ly/2KviGHk.
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Part of The Graduate School's mission is to ensure that our graduate students have the skills they need to succeed professionally as well as academically. Our office and campus partners provide the full range of academic support and professional development opportunities and resources for graduate students. We hope you will take full advantage of all that a Princeton graduate education has to offer.

Explore, Experience and Connect!